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Paper Doll House Book
Pop-up book of eight rooms, filled with accurate details from the farmhouse that helped inspire L.M. Montgomery to create Anne of Green
Gables. With five pop-out paper dolls of Anne, Diana, Gilbert, and Matthew and Marilla Cuthbert.
Bring the White House to your house! Kids will love this true-to-life, fun Welcome to the White House fold-out play set with three different
White House scenes! Imagine making decisions in the Oval Office. Go to a party in the East Room. Play on the South Lawn. Set includes 3
fold-out scenes in a 9-3/4'' wide x 10-1/4'' high hardcover play set. Contains more than 35 card-stock punch-out paper dolls of the First Family
and friends, complete with business outfits, casual wear, and dress-up clothing. Companion 40-page Welcome to the White House book is
packed with illustrations, photographs, kid-friendly facts, and interactive features about ''The People's House'' and its First Families over the
years; ''First Dog'' Bo romps his way throughout. Book also includes a White House Timeline and list of Presidents and First Ladies. A heavy
duty storage envelope keeps dolls, outfits, and book safe between playtimes. Ages 6 and up. Warning: CHOKING HAZARDSMALL PARTS.
Not for children under 3 years.
L. Frank Baum's ever-popular tale springs to life with this lively collection of characters. Based on the original W. W. Denslow art, the dolls
include Dorothy, Toto, and many denizens of Oz.
Celebrate the joys of the Christmas season with Laura, Mary, Pa, Ma, Baby Carrie, the bulldog Jack, Mr. Edwards, and even Santa Claus
himself in this enchanting sequel to the bestselling My Book of Little House Paper Dolls. This collection includes outfits for each doll,
numerous accessories and props, and two giant pull-out screens, plus a stowaway pocket for storage. Full color.
Each pack includes a sturdy standing dress up doll especially designed to be seen from the front and back. Comes with a complete wardrobe
of detailed period costumes and accessories.
Two brilliantly colorized Katy paper dolls - America's favorite comic book heroine. 133 fashions and accessories.
Ideal for ages 3 and upNew series of creative, imaginative play booksPress-out characters and play accessoriesStickers

Dolls houses are wonderful, traditional toys for young children that also make for charming decorations and family treasures.
However, dolls houses can often be expensive and hard to come by. This vintage book contains a complete guide to making your
very own dolls house using only paper and cardboard, complete with further directions for making miniature furniture, dolls,
clothing, decorations, and much more. Contents include: “Fireplaces”, “Beds”, “Bookshelves and Books”, “Other Articles”, “The
Inhabitants”, “Dressing Dolls”, “Dolls Dinner Parties”, “Dolls' Flats”, “Materials”, “Chairs”, “Chestnut Chairs”, “Sofas”,
“Tables”, “Materials”, “Beds”, “Dressing Tables”, “Wash-hand Stands”, “Wardrobes”. “Towel-Horse”, “Clothes Basket”, etc.
Many vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive. It is with this in mind that we are republishing this volume
now in an affordable, modern, high-quality edition complete with a specially-commissioned new biography of the author.
Based on the 1908 novel, Anne of Green Gables, by L.M. Montgomery, artist Eileen Rudisill Miller has created a beautiful paper
doll book featuring beloved characters, Anne Shirley, and her bosom friend, Diana Barry. Two stand-up figures dress in 16
charming outfits following the story line of going to school, picking flowers in Lover's Lane, getting a dress with puffed sleeves,
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visiting Miss Josephine Barry, doing a recitation at the White Sands Hotel, going to Queen's College and returning home to teach
in Avonlea. This special edition joins other nostalgic paper doll subjects from Paper Studio Press including Nancy Drew,
Cinderella, classic stars and vintage fashion.
Here's A Fantastic Book to Keep Your Kids off Their Screens! Looking for a cut and paste activity book that will keep your kids
occupied for hours? Want to help your children sharpen their fine motor skills and to sharpen their creativity? Click "Buy Now" &
Invest in a doll house interior designer Book! We have created a cut and paste dolls house book that will give your kids hundreds
of choices in how they can create their own house. Using this book your kids will: ?? Develop their fine motor skills ?? Improve
their scissor skills ?? Find attending and concentrating for prolonged periods easy Why Choose This Cut and Paste Book? You
can access 10 free PDF books that contain hundreds of engaging activities for kids, from cracking codes to creating robots. Some
of these books also contain ways that your kids can win fantastic prizes. What Are You Waiting For? Click "Add To Basket" NOW
& Invest In A Dolls House Cut and Paste Book Today!
With full-color paper dolls, reusable stickers, and background scenes, you can bring Poppy, Branch, Lady Glittersparkles, and
other Troll characters to life with this fun-filled activity book! From the makers of Shrek, DreamWorks Trolls is a hair-raising
comedy filled with unbelievable adventure, incredible music, and Trolls--the joyous creatures with crazy, colorful, magical hair!
Girls and boys ages 5 to 7 will have hours of fun with the reusable stickers that allow them to dress up Poppy and her Troll friends.
Plus kids can act out adventures against the fun full-color backgrounds in this awesome activity book.
Bring Laura's pioneer adventures to life with this latest collection of paper dolls adapted from the "Little House on the Prairie"
series. Join Laura as she travels to the wide-open Kansas prairie and plays in the high prairie grass. With Laura, Mary, Ma, Pa,
Baby Carrie, Jack and even Mr. Edwards, this newest collection is sure to bring hours of enjoyment.
Children could make their own story, playing with this adorable paper doll house book.Let your child to exploring all the beautiful
rooms. They could cut out the family papers dolls (mommy, daddy and their little daughter) and their outfits too. This magic book is
also a lift-the-flap book. You could help your kid to cut out the different parts that are provided so, you could cover your paper dolls
with a blanket when they go to sleep, open the door of the fridge when they are hungry, get them inside the car when they go on a
picnic, and more... This book includes: Kitchen Living room Dining room Office Master bedroom Girl bedroom Bathroom Dressing
and Makeup room Family car Picnic scene This book is full of fun and surprises! It could be a perfect gift for girls ages 3-7 who will
love this paper doll house book!
Once you've ventured into the underground dollhouse, the spirits there will never release you.Cassie, Ethan and Lacey sought
their missing friend, Aisha, in the deep of the forest. After being captured by the deadly trap of the dollhouse, Cassie finally fought
her way to the surface. But she's beginning to question if any of them were truly rescued.Back in 1920, a clairvoyant tells 14-yearold circus performer, Sparrow, that she is soon to die an unnatural death. With her grandfather spending the last of his circus
fortunes on dark magic and with Mr. Baldcott chasing her for marriage, Sparrow doesn't know who to turn to. Then a circus train
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derailment in Copper Canyon that kills most of the people on board changes everything. Someone has blown up the tracks,
someone who wanted desperately to get hold of the Book of the Mirrored Tree that Sparrow's grandfather was transporting.In
present day, Cassie travels to Copper Canyon to try to find the Book of the Mirrored Tree. Too late she discovers a chilling,
devastating betrayal.DOLLHOUSE - Book 1PAPER DOLLS - Book 2MARIONETTE - Book 3MUSIC BOX - Book 4 (Final)
The most badass collection of paper dolls--ever! Forget the runway. These Awesome Women Who Changed History are dressed for the
battlefields, the picket lines--and the White House! These 20 realistic paper dolls have everything they need to shatter the glass ceiling.
Prepare Sally Ride for liftoff with her spacesuit and helmet. Get Annie's gun (and her hat and dress) before she heads into a sharpshooting
competition. And please rise for the honorable Ruth Bader Ginsburg, whose robes and gavel will have her ready to preside over the United
States Supreme Court. Whether conducting research while living with the chimps in the wild, taking flight across the Atlantic, or leading
people to freedom on the Underground Railroad, the paper doll likenesses of these groundbreaking women are sure to inspire awesome
women of any age
One rip is all it takes to expose the devastating truth behind a seemingly perfect life. Lina Henry is a wife and mother who likens herself to a
pretty paper doll. She lives in a beautiful home in the Atlanta suburbs. Her husband, David, is a well-to-do investment banker. She's raised
two wonderful teenagers. To the outside world, the Henry family is perfect. What no one knows is that Lina's paper doll life is being torn apart
in a controlling and abusive marriage. When Lina develops an unexpected friendship with another man, and reconnects with her former best
friend, she begins navigating a way out of the emotional minefield that is her home. But as David senses his loss of control, he becomes
more dangerous, and Lina must do everything in her power to protect herself and her children. In order to take back the happiness she
deserves, Lina must first rediscover the strength and the fearlessness of her three-dimensional self.
A three-dimensional book that opens to reveal two stories and eight rooms of a Victorian home, with decorative details, pop-up furniture, and
press-out pieces. Covers can be tied with attached ribbons to allow the book to stand on its own.
If you have ever hankered for a French country house, now you can albeit in 1/12 scale. Dressed in an elegant style of faded grandeur, the
doll's house is full of period features and vintage appeal. Add character with extensive wall paneling, French-style furniture, fittings and
accessories to create delightful rooms, with ideas that could be translated to any existing dolls' house. Every aspect of the build is
photographed in full colour, with chapters dedicated to each room and suggestions for colour schemes, flooring options and soft furnishings.
In this book, Dr. Lisa Masterson--star of the hit daytime show "The Doctors"--focuses on the life-altering work she does as hands-on head of
a foundation called Maternal Fetal Care International, through which she’s established clinics in India and Africa devoted to helping ensure
that mothers and babies survive in regions where resources are few and maternal mortality is high. Here her fans, along with the broader
universe of readers drawn to the pathbreaking stories of role models like this accomplished woman of color, will discover the vulnerable and
very human side of the TV doc, and the inspiring journey that has allowed her to become an advocate for so many. Her book traces her
inspiring life, moving back and forth between her current work and her upbringing--how her resourceful and resiliant single mother broake
away from family in the segregated South to find new opportunities. Dr. Masterson’s mother is a woman of beauty and accomplishment, as
her daughter will be, but in those early years, the two of them face discrimination, financial challenges and tumult, moving every few months
to avoid paying rent so there will be enough money for what’s most important—the child’s education.
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Includes 10 illustrated punch-out paper dolls of the winning contestants from the first 8 seasons, including the winners from the first 8
seasons of the Emmy® Nominated RuPaul's Drag Race, and the winners of the first 2 seasons of Drag Race All Stars. 8 Winners - BeBe
Zahara Benet, Tyra Sanchez, Raja, Sharon Needles, Jinkx Monsoon, Bianca Del Rio, Violet Chachki, and Bob the Drag Queen. 2 All-Star
Winners: Chad Michaels, Alaska Thunderfuck 5000 Foreword by Michelle Visage. Featuring 10 board pages and 64 regular pages.
Take a trip through American history with this Grumpy Cat paper doll book! Join Grumpy Cat on a trip through American history with this fullcolor paper doll book. Boys and girls ages 5 to 8 and Grumpy collectors of all ages will enjoy dressing up their favorite unhappy feline like
George Washington, Abraham Lincoln, Amelia Earhart, and many other famous American icons, leaders, dreamers, and daredevils.

Heres some scary fun! Enter this Haunted House with caution! Beware of ghosts and goblins as you creep and crawl your way
through each of the three spooky fold-out scenes. Fold-out scenes include exterior of the haunted house, the front entryway, and
the parlor, each with spooky pop-outs! Book includes over 50 card-stock punch-out paper dolls of trick-or-treaters, mix-and-match
costumes, skeletons, witches, ghosts, goblins, and more! Here are fun facts and tidbits about Halloween and all its ghoulish
characters! A heavy-duty storage envelope keeps dolls, outfits, and book safe between playtimes. Meets all applicable safety
standards. Ages 6 and up.
Sam McKechnie's new craft book invites readers to lose themselves in the incredible world of Miss Violet. Whether they have a
doll's house, some shelf space or an unwanted shoebox, Sam has created 25 makes that are perfect for any miniature residence.
In addition to the makes there will be a pop-out paper Miss Violet doll (and outfits to dress her in) at the back of the book.Readers
will also find a shoebox house project and a chapter of scraps (to photocopy or download) so that every room in their house can
be embellished with fabulous paper furnishings – from cooking pots and carriage clocks to picture frames and paper
pansies.Chapters include:Introducing Miss Violet – Meet the star of the show. Includes a wealth of ideas for clothing and
accessories for readers to make themselves. Moving in – learn how to select a home (traditional doll’s house, shoebox, cupboard
or shelf), make a shoebox house, and create a name plaque. Kitchen – makes include clay food, embroidered tablecloth and
bobbin table and stools.. Parlour – makes include a chandelier, fireplace and Christmas tree.? Bedroom and bath – makes include
pressed flower wallpaper, playing card bath mat and a fairytale mattress.Garden – makes include a pond, instant flower garden
and clothes line.Miss Violet’s Doll's House includes everything needed to imagine and create? a miniature world.
This paper doll book was inspired by Johanna Spyri's "Heidi," one of the most, if not THE most, popular pieces of Swiss literature
ever written. The illustrations in this book are paintings (watercolor and digital coloring), which lovingly detail Heidi's story, from her
delight with the beauties of her mountain home to her adventures in the big city of Frankfurt. The set includes 7 dolls (6.5"-8.5"), 12
animals, 22 costumes, and over 70 accessories, as well as two 3-page background settings ("Grandfather's House" and "Mountain
Pastures"). The illustrations were inspired by clothing and culinary details of the 1800s and of Switzerland. This book was
published through Amazon KDP. The paper weight is slightly thicker than ordinary printer paper. The paper weight is the same for
both doll/s and costume/s. The artist recommends backing the doll/s with cardstock if a thicker doll is desired (the doll and
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costumes function perfectly without the added thickness, however).
Includes one cardboard leaf of punch-out paper dolls and paper doll clothes to cut out in the back of the book.
Generations of young readers have taken the characters of Little Women to their hearts, and this collection of paper dolls offers a
delightful continuation of the tradition. Six dolls depict the March sisters — Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy — plus their mother, Marmee,
and their neighbor, Theodore "Laurie" Lawrence. The dolls' wardrobes not only reflect their unique personalities but also the styles
of 1860s New England. Outfits include everyday dresses and formal wear as well as nightgowns, coats, and hats. A full-color
background scene appears on the inside covers.
Dress up Peppa Pig, George, Mummy Pig, and Daddy Pig in this fun-filled paper doll book with stickers! Children ages 3 to 7 will
have hours of fun with the full-color paper dolls and reusable stickers that allow them to dress up Peppa Pig, George, Mummy Pig,
and Daddy Pig. Plus, Peppa fans can act out oink-tastic adventures against the fun full-color backgrounds in this brilliant activity
book. Peppa Pig is a loveable little piggy who lives with her younger brother, George, Mummy Pig, and Daddy Pig. Peppa loves
playing games, dressing up, visiting exciting places, and making new friends--but her absolute favorite thing is jumping up and
down in muddy puddles! Peppa Pig airs daily on Nick Jr. and focuses on strong brand values that parents and kids identify with:
family, friendship, trust, humor, and life experiences.
Back in the Fall of 2001, Klutz created The Fabulous Book of Paper Dolls, and it's a good thing we did. Almost 800,000 copies
later, we are happy to say we have given it a brand-new face without messing with the time-tested content. These paper people
wear their clothes with the help of reusable, press-on, peel-off adhesive dots -- no tabs! The dolls, clothes, and accessories are
perforated, ready to pop right out and play. Six reversible paper dolls in a variety of skin tones come with the book. Half of them
have pre-printed faces, and the other half are ready to be customized. There are bunches of reversible clothes, shoes, and
hairstyles that make exactly one jillion different combinations. (We counted.) Of course, any fashion expert will tell you that
accessories are the key to snappy dressing, so we've provided plenty of them, from hats to sunglasses to soccer balls to tiaras. To
round out the family, three baby paper dolls and a few paper pets are also included. Artists from around the globe were
commissioned to create six beautifully illustrated backdrop scenes. Prop open the book to one, and your dolls are transported to a
beach, ballroom, theatrical stage, neighborhood park, winter wonderland, or only-slightly-messy kids' bedroom. In the back of the
book is a nifty portfolio-pocket armoire, providing plenty of wrinkle-free storage for the dolls, clothes, and accessories after they've
been punched out. The Fabulous Book of Paper Dolls is a fabulous introduction to a classic activity -- now freshened up for a
whole new generation.
Furnish your own doll houses with cut and paste furniture. This book is designed to improve hand-eye coordination, develop fine and gross
motor control, develop visuo-spatial skills, and to help children sustain attention.
Describes the paper doll house designed and created by the daughter of a wealthy Long Island family, with illustrations of each room and its
furnishings and figures.
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Get glamorous with Nancy and Bree! This exquisite book features two paper dolls, more than seventy full-color stickers, and eight pages of
the fanciest outfits ever!
Come visit with Maisy at her house! A colorful story leads to a pop-up play scene including pop-out pieces featuring Maisy and her friends.
Maisy's fans are invited to join the friendly mouse as she goes through her daily routines: getting up in the morning, making breakfast in the
kitchen, painting a picture, and having afternoon tea with Tallulah. Then it's time for little listeners to put their imaginations to work with the
help of a pop-up play set of Maisy's house with four removable characters -- Maisy, Little Black Cat, Panda, and Tallulah. Who wants to meet
in the kitchen for tea and cookies?
Removable paper dolls of some of Disney's favorite animated heroines, with related clothing. Includes Ariel, Cinderella, Belle, Jasmine,
Aurora, and Snow White.
Open all four sections, tie back the two blue ribbons, and a fully constructed eight-room dollhouse emerges from between the two slim
covers. An affordable taste of the Victorian era, A Victorian Dollhouse is perfect for anyone who cherishes Victorian ephemera.
A three-dimensional, two-story Edwardian doll house includes a family of six press-out dolls and such exquisite details as ceiling murals,
decorative rugs, period paintings, and dormer windows.
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